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Abstract

Efficient data-flow implementation requires fast run-time mechanisms to detect and dis-

patch schedulable tasks. However, the inherent non-determinism in data-flow executions

and the requirement of fast, and therefore, simple run-time mechanisms necessitate compile-

time support to improve performance. In particular, for data-flow execution of applications.

such as signal processing which are characterized by periodically received data. compile-time

support can be used to control the run-time behavior to improve the predictability and effi-

ciency. In this report., a compile-time technique that supports a simple run-time mechanism

to improve throughput and predictability for a task-level data-flow programming model is

described. This technique, called the revolving cylinder analysis. restructures the applica-

tion. described by a task-level data-flow graph. The restructuring is based on wrapping the

projected data-flow execution trace on the curved surface of a cylinder whose area depends

upon the number of processors and the sum of the task execution times. The behavior of

the restructured graph is shown to be more predictable under the same run-time mechanism

than that of the oid g-aph. Results on the performance improvement for two typical signal

processing applications. viz., a correlator and a fast Fourier Transform. are presented. The

potential of this approach in determining the optimal granularity for an application is also

described.
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1 Introduction

Data-flow graphs not only describe the dependencies between different parts of the computa-

tion required in an apphcation, but also provide built-in scheduling and synchronization. For

example. on a hypothetical system with no communication cost and an unlimited number

of processors, nodes can synchronize by sending data and a node can be scheduled as soon

as all the required data is present at its input. Due to the generality of this representation.

it can be used to specify parallelism at the instruction level [BroK7, SFPS3] as well as at

the task level (LMS71. The theoretical foundation for the consistency of such representations

has been well studied [KM66. Lee9l]. In practical implementations of this paradigm. the

machine must provide mechanisms to manage the data that flows through the graph and

to capture the intrinsic scheduling and synchronization. These mechanisms. typically oper-

ating at run-time, result in overheads that lead to suboptimal performance. The amount

of overhead depends critically on the granularity of the parallelism expressed by the graph

and on whether the computations have conditionals and recursion. A direct implementa-

tion in hardware of the data-flow paradigom for general applications results in unmanageable

overheads [GKWS5. Bro87].

However, for classes of applications, such as signal processing, data-flow can be managed

very efficiently to obtain significant performance improvement. The two properties of these

applications that make this possible axe availability of a priori knowledge of the amount

of data produced and consumed and negligible use of conditionals and recursion. When

the amounts of data produced and consumed by the nodes of a data-flow graph axe known

exactly, the applications are called synchronous data-flow applications [LM87]. When the

data arrives periodically, they have been classified as pipelined function-parallel computations

[KCN90]. . .

Any data-flow implementation must perform buffering and fetching of data. allocation of

graph nodes to processors. their ordering on each. and the exact times at. which they are

scheduled. If all the related decisions are done at run-time, the efficiency of the implementa-

tion suffers. The overheads can be reduced effectively by using the node and arc attributes

of the data-flow graph at compile-time to simplify the run-time management.



Based on which decisions are made at compile-time and which ones are made at run-time.
data-flow implementations can be classified over a spectrum that ranges from fully-static to

fully-dynamic [LB90]. While dynamic implementations have more overhead, they are more
flexible and are easier to implement. They also degrade gracefully in the even of individual

processor malfunction. On the other hand, static implementations are more efficient and lead

to predictable performance which is crucial to real-time systems. However, they are difficult

to realize, are inflexible, and do not degrade gracefully. Their effectiveness is determined
by how accurately the -computational requirements of the application are known. This is

typically a difficult problem and its solution of using the worst-case estimate can result in

large inefficiencies. Therefore. real-time systems must strike a careful balance between the

compile-time effort and run-time complexity to get the desired and guaranteed performance.

In real-time signal processing applications, the trade-offs between compile-time and run-
time has an additional dimension because of the periodic arrival of data. When external

data arrives periodically, the intrinsic non-determinism of data-flow execution results in

unpredictable program behavior. As a result. processed data arrives unpredictably leading

to the possibility of intolerable delays and insufficient buffer space. especially under high

loads.

The focus of this work is on compile-time mechanisms for controlling data-flow implemented

using a simple run-time mechanism for real-time signal processing applications. We present a

technique in which, instead of generating information, such as schedules. to control allocation

or ordering on processors at run-time, a new data-flow graph is obtained as a result of the

compile-time analysis. The behavior of this new graph is more predictable under the same

run-time mechanism than that of the old grph. Section 2 describes a model for task-level

data-flow processing and illustrates the problems associated with fully dynamic data-flow

execution of real-time signal processing applications. Section 3 describes the proposed ap-

proach and presents the graph restructuring algorithm. Section 4 describes the effectiveness

of this approach on two applications using the results of a simulation. Finally. in Section
5, the potential of graph restructuring and how this approach can be developed further is

described.
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2 A Model for Task-level Data-flow in Signal Process-
ing

Figure 1 shows the architectural model under consideration for task-level data-flow. This

model closely resembles the AN/UYS-2 parallel signal processor developed by the US Navy

[Ric90i. The-model has four basic types of elements. viz.. the processors (P), memory modules

(M), scheduler (SCH), "and the interconnection network. The processors execute individual

nodes of the data-flow graph. Each processor has a local memory in which data on all the

input queues as well as the instruction stream corresponding to the node are first fetched.

All input and output queues of the graph ' are stored in the memory modules. The memory

modules monitor the state of these queues., i. e.. whether there is space for additional data.

the amount of data has gone above or below certain predetermined threshold and capacity

levels. Changes in the status of a queue are sent ro the scheduler. This information is used

bv the scheduler to make run-time decisions. Mernory modules also store the instruction

streams for all the nodes in the graph. The instruction stream and data are moved between

the processors and the memory modules across the interconnection network. The scheduler

itself is a simple run-time dispatcher that matches the free processors in the free processor list

(FPL) with the ready nodes in the ready node list (RNL). The operation of this architecture

is briefly described below.

2.1 Data-flow Execution

Applications are specified as data-flow graphs which are directed, acyclic graph with nodes

representing large grain computations 2 chosen from a library of signal processing functions.

The edges of a graph represent queues which receive data from the source node and supply

data to the destination node. Each queue is allocated to a memory module for storage
which maintains its current size and the remaining capacity. As data arrives on all the input

queues of a node. the threshold values associated with each queue is eventually exceeded.

Threshold refers to the minimum number of data items that must be present in a queue for its

destination to become ready. A node is ready for execution when two conditions are satisfied.

'Unless otherwise mentioned, the term graph always refers to a data-flow graph in the rest of the report.
2Each node can be a complex program.
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INT'ERCONNECTION NETWORK

Free processor
list (FPL) ___7____...____

Ready node

list (RNL) I_________I___

The SCH maintains the FPL and RNL. When a processor completes
setting up of the task assigned to it, it becomes free. When a node has
all the data available on its input queues, it becomes ready. If there is
a free processor. a ready node is assigned to it. Each memory module
keeps track of the state of queues assigned to it and sends changes
to SCH. At any time, a processor may execute a node. set up the next
one and breakdown the previous one.

Figure 1: Model of A Parallel Task-level Data-flow Processor
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All its incoming queues exceed their thresholds and all its output queues must be under their

capacity values. ADl memory modules communicate the events of threshold/capacity crossing

to the scheduler which determines if a node is ready. Initially all processors are on the FPL

and the scheduler assigns them to nodes on the RNL. When a node is assigned to a processor.

it fetches the data and the instruction stream corresponding to the node from appropriate

memory module. When the entire instruction stream and queue data have been fetched.

the setup of -the node is complete. A processor communicates this event to the scheduler

to get itself placed bn the FPL so that the next node may start getting set up. Thus. the

node already setup begins execution while the next node gets setup with the restriction that

a processor may have only one node setup and pending to ezecute at any time. The data

generated by the execution is first stored locally. Upon completion. a processor transfers

the data to appropriate memory module storing the output queues in what is referred to as

the breakdown phase. Thus. any node goes through three phases at a processor. viz., setup.

ezecution. and breakdown. Since their functions are independent and the set-up/breakdown

operations may require time comparable to the execution time. these operations can be

overlapped by providing independent functional units for execution unit and data movement

unit within a processor.

Upon arrival of sufficient data at the nodes which receive data only from the external world.

an instance of the graph is started and its execution proceeds according to the data-flow

principle. As a result of the data-flow execution. which corresponds to asynchronous task-

level pipelining, several instances of the graph are active simultaneously. Aside from the

requirement that the required throughput must be met by the machine, real-time perfor-

mance may require that all instances of the graph should complete in the same amount of

time. Between the completion of the setup of a node at a processor and the actual start of its

execution. there may be a delay because the execution unit at a processor has not completed

the previous node. This delay, that may be experienced by a ready node. is in addition to

the delay it may experience wai-Ag on the RNL. Both delays result in an increase in the

latency of the graph execution. On the other hand. an execution unit may have to wait for

the setup completion of the next node assigned to it after it completes its current node. If

this happens, execution cycles are lost and the machine throughput degrades.

To maximize throughput. all execution units must run all the time. and therefore. each

processor must have some node set up for execution at the time it finishes the previous node

.5



computation. Since the scheduler is a simple run-time dispatcher that matches R-NL nodes

to free processors., the delays described above depend upon the application execution profile.

This profile depends upon the data rate, the spatial and ternporal parallelism in the graph.

the number of processors, the number of memory modules. and the allocation of queues

to memory modules. Since task-level parallelism is being considered. performance can be

improved significantly if setup and breakdown cost can be minimized. One method to reduce

this cost is to chain successive nodes together and execute them on a single processor one

after the other. This results in saving the breakdown cost for the first node and setup cost

for the second node.

2.2 Unpredictability in Program Behavior

In real-time environments, the ability to pr-,iI,:t, the program performance is critical for

efficient allocation of resources such as memory modules. processors, and queue sizes. How-

ever. the first-come-first-served (FCFS) assignment of processors to ready nodes in the above

data-flow model is intrinsically non-deterministic. This non-determinism manifests itself as

degraded performance in two ways. vi:.. irregular execution patterns and interference at the

memory modules.

When data arrives periodically, the unpredictable execution patterns arise due to the absence

of direct control over execution of nodes that depend only upon the receipt of data from the

external world. If the output queue capacities for these nodes were unlimited. they would

execute at a rate that matches the input arrival and is independent of the rate at which

other nodes execute. In the presence of finite queue sizes. they execute at the input rate

until the output queues get filled: and then. stall until nodes down the graph create space

in the queues by consuming data. This leads to the individual graph instances not being

executed in a uniform manner. This is undesirable in real-time scenarios. In addition. the

machine throughput will degrade because the memory access patterns may be such that

there is interference at the memory modules while setting up and breaking down nodes.

This problem of controlled dat-flow execution has been addresses in different contexts before.

For example. in [SMS90], input control has been applied to real-time execution of of graphs

on multicomputers. In order to achieve predictability, a custom operating environment cailed

6



AMOS has been developed. In [SA911, similar unpredictability has been observed due to
the FCFS nature of self-routing of messages in a multicomputer network. The solution

proposed therein is a sequence of explicit scheduling of the communication resources. In

the following section. a framework is presented that introduces additional dependencies in

the graph based on the technique of revolving cylinder analysis. While only the problem

of controlling execution is addressed in this report, the technique is general enough to be

addressed to other problems such as reducing the memory contention and determining the

optimal granularity-for, a given machine configuration.

3 Graph Restructuring Using Revolving Cylinder Anal-
ysis

The important resources to be assigned in the model of Fig. I are processors and memory

modulks. We do not address the problem of allocating data queues to memory modules

so that memory contention is minimized in this report. The scheduler assigns processor

resources on a FCFS basis. The key idea in restructurinz based on RC analysis is that

inserting dependencies in the graph can produce a graph with better performance. This idea

can be traced back to algorithms for overlapping complex operations on pipelined processors

[RGPS2i. This restructuring selectively changes the conditions when a node will enter the

RNL: however, choosing the processor to schedule it on is left to 1 he run-time dispatcher.

This enables the actual scheduling to remain dynamic keeping the run-time overhead low.

3.1 Revolving Cylinder (RC) i.nalysis

Given a graph as in Fig. 2. it is possible to systematically determine whether it can be

mapped on a certain number of processors while satisfying the required data rates. For

simplicity, we neglect the breakdown and setup times of each node. It can be proved that
the graph could be sý.eduled (ignoring overheads) such that the consecutive graph instances

are separated - on the average - t steps away from each other. where t is equal to the total

execution time of the PGM divided by the number of processors. This corresponds to the

maximal average throughput since the processors will be fully utilized. Thus. for the graph
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Figure 2: A Simple Data-flow Graph

of Fig. 2. in which the execution times axe shown alongside the nodes. a new instantiation
could be started every 6(= 1-) cycles when 2 processors are used. We assume. for simplicity

of explanation. that data arrives at this exact rate. although it is not a necessary condition
for the algorithms discussed later. The graph of Fig. 2 can be modified by inserting delays

as shown in Fig. 3. A schedule for an instance of the modified PGM is shown in Table

1. Another instance of the modified graph can be overlapped with the first instance after

six clock cycles, and so on. The idea of adding delays to improve overall throughput at

the expense of latency for a single instance has been discussed in the context of hardware

pipelining in [Kog8l].

For this graph, except for the first 6 processor cycles, which represent a transient. ever,

subsequent group of six consecutive cycles could be summarized by the schedule in Table

2. Table 2 could be derived from Table 1 as follows. Assume that there is a cylinder whose

circumference is the intended length of Table 3.1 (6 in this example) and whose height is the

number of processors, 2 in this example. Hence, Table 2 (or any table of size 6 by 2) could be
wrapped around the cylinder such that its end meets its beginning. The line on the surface

of the cylinder that separates the end from the beginning has the effect of a divide-by-C

counter. where C is the circumference, every time it is crossed to enter the beginning from

the end. Now, the first six cycles of Table I could be wrapped around the cylinder, then the

8
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Figure 3: Example graph with Delays Inserted

Table 1: A Schedule for One Instance of the Example Graph with Delays
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Table 2: Compact Representation of RC Assignment
Cycle # (i >_. 1) API -A

6z -! 5i ej-1
62'-S 4 ~ bi e

"6z,-3 - 3i .f-,
6i - 2 cI fi-1
"61-i II d. i

second six cycles (and generally the process is continued until the table is fully wrapped).
The choice of delays in the graph of Fig. 3 and the circumference of the cylinder is such
that when Table 1 is wrapped around the cylinder, no node is going to lay over another
node. Hence, the cylinder mapping is conflict-free. One minor complication to.the above
procedure is to assign indices to the nodes on the surface of the cylinder to match those in
Table 2. This is established by initially giving index i to all nodes and subtracting from the
index of a node the number of revolutions taken around the cylinder before it is assigned
its processor cycle(s). This is done to preserve the correctness of the graph. since for our
example. el cannot be started at the same time as a, is, yet eo can be.

Figure 4 illustrates how the entries of the cylinder are indexed. It illustrates that a node can
start and continue across the surface boundary. The execution of a node. X. can be split in
two parts of length a and b as shown. The upper part has index i - 1 because. even though
it is a continuation of the lower part, the index has decreased by one as we go around the

surface once.

The above procedure assumes that the cylinder's circumference and the modified graph with
delays on its edges are given. The circumference of the cylinder is equaJ to the length of Table
2 and is equal to the smallest integer such that a new graph instance could be separated from
the previous one. On the other hand. the delays on the edges are not part of the original
problem and were used for the sake of clarity. In reality, the delays are not needed to be
known a priori. A scheduling algorithm could be devised to take the graph in Fig. 2 and
obtain the cylindrical assignment of Table 2 without using the information given in Fig. 3
or Table 1. This algorithm is given Fig. 5.

10



Upper part is a continuation
of X, but has a lower index
because the cylinder has been
traversed complezeiy once. Unfolded cylinder

X ends here

C

X Xstarts here

Total execution time of X =a + b
(less than or equal to the circumference. C

Figure 4: Illustration oi Index Assignment
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procedure AssignRC (G, p); /"G is directed acycic graph*/
/-p is the number of processors /

q -- topological sort (G); /1O(e), q is a queue*/
for .all nodes ni

est(n•) -- 0: /* est is the earliest starting time of a nodeo/
circumference .- 0
for all nodes ni

circumference - circumference +- w(ni)
/"w(nj) is the size of node nj'/

circumference 4-- 1ct .reurn ] ;
p

while q is not empty
temp - remove-top(q);
t +- schedule.node(temp. est(temp). cylinder)
for all descendents of temp

est(descendent) , max(est(descendent). t + w(temp):
end(while)

procedure schedule -node(temp. t, cylinder)
scheduled -- false:
while not scheduled

try to place temp on cylinder surface slot
starting at t' = t mod circumference

if inserted
scheduled -- true;

else t' -- (t' + 1)mod circumference;
end(while);
return t';

Figure 5: An Algorithm to Perform RC Assignment

12



The algorithm of Fig. 5 is guaranteed if all the node execution times are equal. otherwise
there is a chance that it can fail. However, this drawback can be easily remedied as follows.
AssignRC can be used to schedule k copies of the graph, G. on a cylinder whose circum-
ference is i E node weights and k is iteratively increased until it works. The case of k = p

p

is guaranteed to work since the circumference then equals the sum of node weights: however.
it is desirable to have k as small as possible.

It should be noted that different schedules which sustain the maximal load could be obtained
for any graph. Any assignment of nodes on the surface of the cylinder such that no node
is preempted, and no two nodes are mapped to the same square is valid. The availability
of multiple schedules which could sustain the same throughput has an important advantage
with respect to determining the optimal granularity. For example, nodes can be grouped
together on the surface of the cylinder so as to introduce optimizations to minimize the loss
of processor cycles due to such overheads as setup and breakdown times or to minimize the
interference due to memory accesses.

3.2 Graph Restructuring

Since the run-time mechanism of the scheduler is fixed, any execution sequence enforcement
must be accomplished by compile-time techniques. The dashed lines in Fig. 6 show the graph
of Fig. 2 with the additional data-dependencies used to enforce RC assignment at run-time.
Each dashed line represents a queue of tokens generated by the source and absorbed by the
destination. Each source generates a single token when it completes execution. The 2-tuple
associated with each indicates the threshold and consume amounts for the control token flow
on these arcs. The threshold amount refers to the number of tokens that must be present on
the arc for its destination node to be eligible for execution. The consume amount refers to
the number of tokens removed from the arc when it. executes once. Thus, the arc from b to c
forces node c to go on the RL only after b has completed. Given such restructuring. the setup
and breakdown times for arcs (a, b). (b. d) (a. c) and (e. f) are saved by employing chaining
as described at the end of subsection 2.1. It is assumed that implementing the control-token
queues has an overhead cost that is negligible with respect to the cost of implementing data
queues. It is further assumed that a node can be declared ready if all the data queues
have crossed their thresholds, thus enabling a processor to begin its setup by fetching the

13
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Figure 6: Restructured PGM Graph

instructions and data associated with it although the control queues have not reached the

threshold. Thus. the control token queues simply control the execution sequence on each

processor. The algorithm to restructure the graph is given in Fig. 7.

The restructuring of the graph in the example above is not unique. Since there are several

ways of filling the table, there is a corresponding set of additional arcs. Even for a single

assignment. there exist several sets of addition, l dependencies. This introduces the problem

of selecting the best assignment and a suitable set of arcs associated with it for an arbitrary

graph. The criteria that can be used for such selection are minimization of the contention

for resources or the number of additional are,,s introduced.

3.3 Advantages of RC Analysis

There are several advantages of such node-A? assignment if a compile-time technique can be

found to enforce it on the scheduler run-time mechanism. Compile-time analysis of whether

the machine will meet the required data rate becomes easy. Data-flow execution can be

carried out in a controlled manner. thus improving predictability. Since the nodes are sched-

uled relative to each other at compile-time. it becomes possible to take into consideration

14



procedure Restructure-graph (cylinder, circumference, G);

/*n,. n, axe nodes of graph, G*/

for all nodes. n,
check index i of n,
find the latest node. n.. that ends

before n, starts on che cylinder

check index j of n,

/gif n, starts at the top of the cylinder, the latest'/

/*node ends at the bottom of the cylinder.'/

/"In this case. J should be decremented by one*/

introduce a synchronization arc from n. to n,

ifi Zj
put i - j initial tokens on the arc

set threshold = 1. consume = 1

else if i < j
put 0 initial tokens on the arc

threshold = - i. consume = 1

end(for)

Figure 7: Algorithm to Restructure the graph
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the granularity of the graph. Chaining has been mentioned as a technique to minimize the

cost of setup/breakdown of each node. However, unrestrained use of chaining decreases the

amount of parallelism in the application. RC analysis offers a systematic method to deter-
mine the nodes to be chained and the resulting performance gain. For example, although

it is possible to assign nodes in the above example in several ways, the assignment shown
enables chaining nodes a. b. c, and d together and chaining e and f together to minimize the

setup and breakdown overheads. Thus, such an assignment can potentially Lake into account
the overhead costs while mapping the cylinder. Once it has been determined which nodes

are to be chained, the data queues can be allocated to memory modules so that contention

is minimized. .-

4 The Effectiveness of Graph Restructuring

This section presents simulation results on the usefulness of graph restructuring for controlled

data-flow execution of two typical signal processing applications. The correlator graph is a

simple application while the fast Fourier Transform is a communication intensive graph. The

predictability is modeled as the non-uniformity in the interval between two successive graph

instance completions. This non-uniformity is observed as the interval between successive

input data sets is varied up to the maximum possible on an ideal machine for the given
graph. As mentioned previously, the minimum input data period is obtained by summing

the task execution times and dividing by the number of processors. The plots in the next

section are obtained by plotting the input data periods normalized by this maximum on the

horizontal axis. The quantities plotted on the vertical axes are the arithmetic mean of graph
instance completion times, the standard deviation among the completion times, and the %
application processor (AP) efficiency.

The instance completion times are normalized with respect to the input arrival period. Thus.
the normalized instance completion time should be unity on ideal machines that meet the

application requirements for any input rate. Ideally, a value greater than unity indicates
that the machine cannot meet the application rates. However, in this case. due to a finite

sized window of observation of the application behavior, the average values plotted are

approximately unity when the machine meets the application requirements.
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The plots of standard deviation between the instance completion times give a better idea of

the non-uniformity in execution. The input period is used to normalize the difference between

the completion time of an instance and the ideal completion time. The % efficiency indicates

the time for which the execution unit at the application processor was busy performing useful

computation and not waiting for data.

4.1 Correlator Application

This graph was chosen to represent a simple. yet realistic, signal processing application. The

corresponding graph appears in Fig. 8 [Tec90b]. The circles indicate the nodes to be executed

and the arrows represent the queues holding the data required by the nodes. "T'" represents

the threshold value required before the destination node becomes ready. "R" represents

the amount that is read by the destination node on execution setup. -C" represents the

amount that is consumed on destination node breakdown. "P" represents the production

amount from the previous node. Actual execution times for the primitives listed beside the

nodes were obtained from the signal processing primitives library "Tec9Oal. It was simulated

assuming five processors and five memory modules.

The points obtained for the graphs plotted in the case of the correlator graph were taken at

5%intervals except in the region of close similarity where the interval was 1%. The results

for normalized mean are shown in Fig. 9 and 10. While the difference between FCFS and

RC is not discernible in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 clearly indicates that the RC algorithm reaches

unity 5% before the FCFS algorithm. At all times the RC curve remains below the FCFS

curve on the graph. The normalized standard deviation, shown in Fig. 11, indicates that the

RC algorithm provides a more uniform output than does the FCFS algorithm throughout

the range of input data periods. Due to the dependencies inserted by the RC algorithm.

the processor efficiency is lower for the RC case than for the FCFS case until uniformity in

output is obtained as shown in Fig 12. This result is caused by the dependencies inhibiting

the earlier nodes in the graph from executing until they are satisfied. While the efficiency is

slightly lower for the RC approach, the lower normalized mean and standard deviation results

indicate an improvement by use of the RC algorithm over the FCFS scheduling technique.
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4.2 Fast Fourier Transform Data-flow Graph

The fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm was chosen to examine the effects of the RC

analysis on a communication intensive graph. The graph for a 2-D FFT can be represented

in terms of that of a one dimensional (1-D) FFT. This application assumes a 256 point vector

of inputs. The 1-D FFT can be calculated in log 256 stages of operations with 128 operations

per stage. Each stage can be divided into p parallel tasks. with 1- operations per task. As

the tasks in stage i finish. they send their outputs to the tasks in stage i + 1. The data-flow

graph for a 2-D FFT uses 2 log 256 stages to transform a 256 x 256 matrix of inputs. 256 1-D

FFT*s are computed for rows followed by another 256 1-D FFT's for columns. Tasks in the

first 8 stages perform 1-D FFT's on all 256 rows with each task performing -6 operations.

Tasks in stage log 256 send data to tasks in stage (8 + 1) in such a way that the second set of

S stages performs 256 column transforms. The numbers beside the queues represent queue

over threshold. production, and consume values in micro-seconds. The 2-D FFT graph is

shown in Fig. 13.

This data-flow graph was simulated on a machine with 8 processors and S memory modules.

The normalized mean for FFT is shown in Figs. 14 and 15. Here also. the input data rate

is met 53% before that of the FCFS algorithm when RC-based restructuring is used. Due

to the high communication overhead as compared to the previous graph. the input rate

met satisfied by this machine is lower, The normalized standard deviations are shown in
Figs. 16 and 17. Again. clearly the RC standard deviation outperforms the FCFS standard
deviation throughout the spectrum of input data rates. The normalized standard deviation

is consistently less than 0.5 regardless of load level. Figure 18 demonstrates the differences

in processor efficiency for the FFT graph. The low values are caused by the communication

overhead involved in processing this type of graph. The restructured graph yields a greater

processor efficiency due to the assigned dependencies limiting the data movement traffic.

This implies that a much more uniform output results from the RC algorithm regardless of

load.
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5 Concluding Remarks and Future Research

In conclusion, the major contribution of this work has been to present a compile-time ap-

proach to the enable efficient use of the data-flow paradigm in real-time applications with

periodic arrival of data. We have shown that the proposed approach of RC analysis provides

a framework in which optimizations related to data-flow execution at the task-level can be

carried out. In order to control the execution when input data arrives periodically, this

technique restructures the application graph that has a more predictable behavior under

the same run-time mechanism. The results have been presented using typical applications.

viz.. the correlator and FFT graphs. They show that this approach does make the indi-

vidual instance completion time more uniform regardless of the the input period and the

communication overhead.

Currently, the following issues with regard to the use of compile-time data-flow graph analysis

are being investigated.
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" Chaining of nodes results in saving the breakdown and setup overhead. However.

unrestrained chaining results in loss of parallelism and could be detrimental to processor

efficiency. It is difficult to predict the effect of chaining two nodes for a FCFS execution:

but if chaining is specified within the framework of RC analysis. its effect can be

accurately predicted.

" Given a specific assignment. it is known which queues are accessed at the same time.

This information can be used to algorithmically assign memory modules to queues, so

that the interference between nodes at a module is minimized.

" There are several ways in which the additional dependencies can be introduced. The

criteria to select the minimal set of dependencies to be introduced that provide the

minimal, yet effective, control of the execution are being developed.
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